Pussy Won’t Make you Alpha
339 upvotes | 17 December, 2019 | by ArnoldT1000
Ask yourself a question.
What do YOU want?
You lift. You read some seduction techniques. You learn all the little tips and tricks, learn how to pass
shit tests, and get laid. Maybe you even get a few plates and get some girls in a rotation.
But then you feel a void. Something is missing. You still feel beta deep down.
But you learned how to get women! You should feel alpha now!
Shut the fuck up, sit the fuck down, and listen up.
Pussy won’t make you alpha.
The Red Pill tells you to put YOURSELF first, but most of you fucks decide to ignore this because you
think pussy is the end all.
It isn’t. Just because you get some pussy doesn’t mean you’re gonna start feeling fulfilled. In fact, it isn’t
going to change shit.
Bitches are dumb, so it’s easy to trick them into thinking you’re the shit, and they will fuck you if you do
things right. But guess what? That ain’t gonna change the fact that deep down, you’re still a little beta
bitch.
So how do you become a real man?
Simple. Grow some balls, and do what the fuck YOU want to do.
Most of you fucks don’t know what the fuck it means to have a sense of self or purpose. Your entire lives
revolve around bullshit that doesn’t serve a higher purpose. You do shit like PUA and buy a big manly
muscle car and wear leather jackets because someone told you that’s what manliness is. If you have all
this shit, you must be a man! Right?
No. Masculinity is conquering. Masculinity is charging forward into the unknown, driven only by your
OWN motivations, in pursuit of what has meaning to YOU. Not what this sub has approved, not what
others say is right and wrong. What YOU want.
Want to be a rockstar? Go fucking do it. Want to be a male stripper? Go fucking do it. Want to learn how
to surf? Go fucking do it. This is purpose. This is self-motivated. This is masculinity.
You have no idea how many people I know are going through life stagnated and lazy. Living useless
hedonistic lifestyles without acknowledging the fact that they have no clue what the fuck they really
want. Defining themselves based on what they consume instead of what they create. Many of these
people attractive people who seemingly have their shit together, but in reality they’re just as clueless as
ugly betas as to what a sense of meaning is.
What the fuck do YOU want?
Real red pill is forging your own path, and fuck what anyone thinks. You lead the way and others get on
the train, or get the fuck out the way. You center your life around what has meaning to YOU and you get
out there and get it.
If you aren’t doing what the fuck YOU want to do, you’re doing what someone else told you to do, and
you’re a fucking beta. I don’t care how many bitches you fuck because of your gay PUA techniques. I
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don’t care what car you drive. I don’t care if you’re a god damn CEO. If you aren’t living the life YOU
want to live, you’re a scared little beta bitch.
Forge. Create. Conquer. Be the man who leads. Be the man who goes into the unknown. Create a life that
YOU wish to live. Only then will you be content with yourself.
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Comments
AutoModerator[M] [score hidden] 17 December, 2019 02:51 AM stickied comment

Why are we quarantined? The admin don't want you to know.
Register on our backup site: https://www.trp.red and reserve your reddit name today.
I am a bot, and this action was performed automatically. Please contact the moderators of this subreddit if you
have any questions or concerns.
[deleted] • 54 points • 17 December, 2019 03:32 AM

If you can't find some joy internally, it's very difficult to replace that with external gratification. There's a lot of
truth to the statement that you need to be happy on your own before you can be happy with anyone else.
ceilingsky95 • 96 points • 17 December, 2019 03:09 AM

This hit home. I met a plate this weekend. 4 rounds was great.. then I went home and felt like shit. I'm thinking
"Is pussy really that amazing? I nutted but now what...?"
Pussy is great. But self confidence and self love is empowering.
PM_ME_YOUR_TONGS • 22 points • 17 December, 2019 06:15 AM

Totally agree. Pussy is great and all but nothing beats seeing all your hard work when you look at yourself in
the mirror every morning. Pussy won't always be there for you but you will be, so focus on you.
bjcm5891 • 8 points • 17 December, 2019 07:03 AM

I feel at least 5 times better coming back from the gym with my muscles sore than I do coming back from
a lay. And when your mates make a big deal about it when they see you again and pry you for details it
feels silly and pointless.
bjcm5891 • 15 points • 17 December, 2019 06:59 AM

Word. I remember about 5 years back I was in a drought, then one night while at a bar got chatting to this
cougar who invited me to come around the next day. So next day rolls around and I leave my flatmate and
another friend behind while I go over to cougars' to get a servicing. She was great at what she did, but as
soon as it was over I remember sitting there at hers thinking "I wonder what the guys are up to?" and feeling
like I wanted to be back at home with them, getting high and carrying on with our usual shenanigans.
That always stuck with me afterwards, because it reminded me that pussy isn't worth making a big deal over.
Tousen71 • 26 points • 17 December, 2019 05:02 AM

Facts here. I’m definitely feeling lost in the pussy pursuit and I’m being constantly reminded that it’s just a
higher level of a distraction. Once you nut or the girl goes home, you’ll start to feel empty again very quickly
if you aren’t focused on your greater purpose.
Per_Horses6 • 38 points • 17 December, 2019 05:33 AM

This shit needs to be at the top of the forum and on asktrp.
I used to be a kids less virgin. Got laid a few months ago, made out with a fuck ton of girls, got head from a ton
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of chicks. Actually went out and went on dates with women. I felt like a million bucks.
Now it’s like what you said, you can get all the pussy and girls on dates you want, get attention and
entertainment out of it all, but deep fucking down, I still feel like a beta bitch. I feel like something is missing.
This post hits home. I’m still trying to find my purpose in my life.
Too many of y’all won’t grasp this. But seriously take this shit in. Pussy and girls won’t fix your problems! Let’s
be real men - do whatever the fuck we want and make shit happen!
Eagle-513 • 19 points • 17 December, 2019 06:04 AM

Fuck yeah. Read some Nietzche and Jung to see what it’s like to become a real fuckin man. Even they still lead
you back to the fact you have to decide to be you. True self. That’s frame. You could give two shits what
everyone else is doing because you are doing you
KeffirLime • 13 points • 17 December, 2019 07:59 AM

Pussy shouldn’t be your life’s mission but when it’s unavailable to you it certainly does become a focal point.
It’s one of our ingrained biological pursuits, like food and and shelter. You would never make food or shelter
your life’s mission, but when you don’t have it, or don’t know how to obtain it, suddenly it becomes a very
urgent focus, one that will hamper your ability to pursue anything else effectively.
This is why learning how to obtain pussy(and food/shelter) is useful, so that the absence of it doesn’t drive it into
the spotlight in your life. You are then able to focus on other pursuits that may give your life more meaning.
The one caveat I’ll offer Is that often not focusing on pussy is one of the very tools that makes you more
effective at getting it, one of the very human paradoxes we have to work around.
INNASKILLZ2K18 • 4 points • 17 December, 2019 11:05 AM

Yes, that's it. Learning to put pussy in it's proper place in your life.
I think guys get their priorities wrong. We say things like 'have a mission or purpose', but some guys go
straight to 'yeah, women love a man with purpose'.
I believe you shouldn't be pursuing a purpose in order to attract women.
You get sex, so it's off your mind and you're free to focus on a purpose, which is mainly about yourself.
ArnoldT1000[S] • 6 points • 17 December, 2019 08:10 AM*

Oh totally. I personally believe in Maslow’s hierarchy.
Stuff like the gym, pussy, and social circles are all necessary needs we need to fulfill. But you should fulfill
all those things to make you better equipped to pursue your purpose.
wowkwo • 11 points • 17 December, 2019 06:25 AM

I feel this gets lost often in the red pill community.
I've been there living a stagnated lazy life and any and all red pill on top of that life is just bullshit.
You must 100% be focused on your life and 'mission' to have a fulfilling life and be an alpha.
Alpha you is really on the the real you.
KeffirLime • 8 points • 17 December, 2019 08:15 AM

This is because “alpha” isn’t some arbitrary label you give yourself because you feel you’re doing something
nice. Alpha refers to the person(s) at the top of the dominance hierarchy in a particular environment.
This is why when Alpha is discussed within the red pill community it is referring to common characteristics
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that individuals at the top of the dominance hierarchy as Homo sapiens possess. You can’t just be alpha
because you’re being your self.
Women are phenomenal at deciphering rank, their entire attraction function is built around deciphering and
being drawn towards the men at the top of this hierarchy. Uncovering these characteristics forms a large part
of the discussion here, which is why “alpha” is discussed the way it is.
INNASKILLZ2K18 • 5 points • 17 December, 2019 11:24 AM

I'm not disagreeing with you. I actually think you're completely right, of course. It's about behaviours.
Sometimes, though, I don't know if the term 'alpha' is harmful or helpful.
I'm not sure if guys take it too literally, to mean they literally have to be at the top of a social hierarchy.
As we progress in the world, and we're not so tribe dependent in the same way humans used to be, this
can get a little sticky.
I think guys can become insecure and have an identity complex. 'Oh my god, am I Alpha?'
We don't literally depend on someone to hunt for us, feed us, fight threats etc, on the daily.
I prefer Alpha/Beta as describing behaviours, not so much a 'role' or place in the social hierarchy. If that
makes sense.
I get where those behaviours come from, from an evolutionary perspective.
I've known guys with high status jobs and high in the hierarchy who couldn't fuck a pole. I've known
plenty of guys who are general blue collar workers who fuck like crazy.
So rather than focusing on being 'the Alpha male', and all the insecure, posturing, AMOGing shit that
comes with it, nowadays, Alpha and Beta are behaviours.
Not really sure why I commented this, haha. I just get over the term 'Alpha'.
special_k_5 • 5 points • 17 December, 2019 06:30 AM

Well. Said. Sir. Amazing post!
MarvelousWhale • 8 points • 17 December, 2019 07:53 AM

Very timely post, as I've just burned thru my patience with the women I've spent my time with this year. I've
gotten so fed up with the internal disappointment in feeling unfulfilled even though I've slept with some of the
HOTTEST chicks this year. I thought if I could lay them then that's it, I've made it. Nope. Just more pink, same
as any other pink I've had.
The last 3 months I've actually turned down multiple opportunities because I've figured there's something I'm
missing.
I'm not gonna pretend that this post is the perfect puff of smoke to be blown up my ass and now I know what I
must do, but it did remind me that I haven't been focusing on me, that I've been focused on an external source of
pleasure... Leaving my internal source of pleasure barren like a desert wondering why.
[deleted] • 6 points • 17 December, 2019 04:55 AM

But it will let you know if you are.
Howdoiusesync • 1 point • 17 December, 2019 05:47 AM

Care to explain? Do you mean as if knowing that there is more to life than women. Or do you mean on
knowing how to handle women? Or even just knowing that aONS are just for fun not fulfillment.
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[deleted] • 1 point • 17 December, 2019 03:40 PM

As Uncle V says, "women are a lagging indicator of success."
This whole "there is more to life than women" tends to be tradcon hamstering. I mean, of course it's true,
but women are an absolutely delicious addition to the man who has his shit together's life.
Howdoiusesync • 2 points • 17 December, 2019 06:21 PM

ohhh okay i get whatcha mean dude thanks.
messermigrant23 • 2 points • 17 December, 2019 10:49 AM

tbh i dont even know what i want.
i grew up being bad in school, coping with video games, and just getting a shitty job.
there is no such thing as a hobby or a purpose right now in life. how do i start?
AspiringAgamemnon • 1 point • 17 December, 2019 11:30 AM

Get one. There are hundreds of hobbies out there - pick one that interests you and start it.
sootlord • 2 points • 17 December, 2019 11:06 AM

10 out of 10 needed this post.
teka7 • 2 points • 17 December, 2019 08:07 AM

exactly.
alpha is as alpha does.
five words in the rational male book that say it all - still nobody thinks about them
NightTerror6 • 1 point • 17 December, 2019 01:01 PM

go be a male stripper . people living useless hedonistic lifestyles
Regardless of the mindset, isn’t being a male stripper still a useless hedonistic lifestyle?
high_nibber • 1 point • 17 December, 2019 11:30 AM

Finally someone said it, its like this redpill subreddit was made by weak virgin men who got sick of getting
rejected, being redpill is a mindset, its not abt pussy, its abt working on urself, being the best version of urself
and then women will come easily, because they will see in you what they dont see in other men. Work on urself
first, pussy aint everything.
TheH1dd3nFear • 0 points • 17 December, 2019 10:50 AM

This is why I admire Trump.
FaP_corleone • 0 points • 17 December, 2019 07:03 AM

Buildin a Drugz Empire thats what i do. And, of course, lift. Bitchs come as a side effect.
Karastilov • 0 points • 17 December, 2019 08:03 AM

Fuck yea don corleone selling coca and shooting is better than sex
Zech4riah • 0 points • 17 December, 2019 08:02 AM
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Somebody is overcompensating.
Gimpness • 0 points • 17 December, 2019 12:41 PM

Bro, TRP is a first and foremost a sexual strategy, don’t add unnecessary meaning to it, you do it to get laid, it
was never meant to be a guide to how to live your entire life. It’s not even that important, once you learn it and
you can get laid you just move on from it since it’s internalized.
ultrab1ue • -1 points • 17 December, 2019 09:25 AM

Wtf, I just want pussy. A life where I get a lot of pussy. But I still can't get it
[deleted] • 3 points • 17 December, 2019 10:25 AM

That's because you never had pussy yet buddy
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